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ABSTRACT

Many jurisdictions around the world allow an ‘enhanced’ version
of indistinct audio to be admitted, along with a transcript, to assist
the trier of fact in understanding the content of forensic recordings. Typically, ultimate evaluation of the eﬀect of the ‘enhancing’
relies simply on the jury or other listeners’ impression as to
whether the audio sounds ‘clearer’ than the original. A recent
article reported results of two experiments showing that listeners’
subjective impressions give a surprisingly unreliable indication of
the objective eﬀects of ‘enhancing’. The current article reports a
new experiment that adds weight and detail to previous demonstrations that enhancing can make audio ‘sound clearer’ without
making it more reliably intelligible. It further demonstrates how
‘enhancing’ can interact with priming to make phrases suggested
by a transcript seem more plausible than they do in the original,
even when the suggestion is unreliable and misleading. It is
recommended that courts should insist on far better regulation
of the use of ‘enhanced’ audio.
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Introduction
Covert recordings (obtained by ‘bugging’ houses or cars, use of ‘body wires’, etc) are
used as evidence in many criminal trials1. When the audio is indistinct, it is common for
juries to be given a transcript to assist them in understanding the content (with a judicial
instruction that the evidence is the audio, not the transcript2). These transcripts are
typically prepared by, or in close consultation with, police or other security agencies, and
the law oﬀers a range of measures intended to mitigate the risks this entails2,3. These
measures rest heavily on the assumption that responsible listeners, such as lawyers,
judges and juries, can evaluate transcripts by checking them carefully against the audio.
However, well-established research demonstrates that reading a transcript ‘primes’
listeners to hear indistinct forensic audio in line with its suggestion, even when the
suggestion is manifestly inaccurate, or implausible4. Examples of injustice arising from
courts being primed by misleading police transcripts are known3.
Another kind of assistance commonly oﬀered to juries evaluating indistinct covert
recordings is an ‘enhanced’ version of the audio. Here too, the law relies heavily on the
assumption that responsible listeners can evaluate the eﬀect of enhancing simply by
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listening. A recent article1 explained why this is incorrect, provided background about
the nature and status of speech enhancement as a branch of audio forensics, and
reported two experiments showing that listeners’ subjective impression that ‘enhancing’
has made audio ‘clearer’ gives a surprisingly poor guide as to whether there has been
any objective improvement in its intelligibility.
The current article follows up with a new experiment oﬀering a more speciﬁc
demonstration of how ‘enhancing’ can interact with priming, potentially increasing the
risk of courts being misled about the content of crucial evidence in criminal trials.

Method
The current experiment used a 6-second snippet of audio alleged to contain incriminating evidence relevant to a high-proﬁle murder case. The audio exists in two versions: the
‘original’, and an ‘enhanced’ version that purportedly reveals four phrases that are
distorted and masked by noise in the original. More detail on the provenance of the
audio and the phrases is provided below. For readers who may wish to form their own
opinion before reading further (recommended), both versions are available at https://
forensictranscription.com.au/audio/.
The experiment deployed the audio over the internet via software that allows
participants to listen under a range of conditions, and to answer questions about
what they hear. Results from 78 anonymous participants were analysed. Although
individual demographic details were not collected, it is known they came from many
walks of life, including professionals such as lawyers and academics (from linguistics and
other ﬁelds), as well as other workers, students and retirees. In answer to a question as
to whether they had ever heard the (widely publicised) audio before, 73 participants
(94%) said ‘deﬁnitely not’, and ﬁve (6%) said ‘maybe’. Only one of the latter made a
correct (but not conﬁdent) guess as to what it might be.
As each participant started the experiment, they were randomly assigned by the
software to one of two groups, without being told which group they were in, or even
that there were groups. Group 1 included 41 participants while Group 2 had 37. Each
group progressed through three steps of the experiment, described below.

Results
Step 1. Listen cold
In Step 1, Group 1 was presented with the ‘original’ version, and Group 2 with the
‘enhanced’ version. Neither group was told they were listening to a particular version, or
that there were other versions. Participants simply listened to their audio ‘cold’, i.e. with
no contextual information beyond the fact that they were taking a ‘forensic perception
test’. They were asked ‘Do you hear any words’ (yes/no), then requested to write
whatever words they did hear into a response box. Here and throughout, they were
invited to listen as many times as they wanted to.
Of the 41 participants in Group 1, listening to the ‘original’ audio, 38 (93%) said they
heard no words at all. The other three provided the responses shown in Table 1, which
indicate that two participants (5%) heard speciﬁc words. Of the 37 participants in Group
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Table 1. Comments in response to ‘If you heard words, what were they?’, after listening to their
audio ‘cold’ (i.e. with no contextual information) in Step 1.
Group 1 (listening to ‘original’)
Group 2 (listening to ‘enhanced’)
Ten, nine, eight, seven
. . ..going. . ..do. . ..
Gun or gut
useless
Don’t know what they are. don’t kill me
you
Sounded like a little girl saying ‘Who – me?’
Did you eat
At the beginning of the audio it sounds like a child or female voice saying ‘don’t
know’ or ‘help me’.
you speaking to me?
Get ya’, gonna
There are words intermixed in the audio, but I couldn’t understand them

2, listening to the ‘enhanced’ version, ten answered ‘yes’, and provided the responses
shown in Table 1, which indicate that nine participants (24%) heard speciﬁc words. It is
notable from Table 1 that, among the 14% overall who heard any words at all, they all
transcribed diﬀerent words.
Before leaving Step 1, participants were asked: ‘Whether you hear words or not – what
is your overall impression of this audio?’. Their responses are provided at Appendix 1. As a
general summary, all participants found the audio extremely unclear, many doubtful that
it even contained speech. A wide range of possible origins were suggested, all involving
very noisy conditions. Note: here and throughout, no consistent diﬀerences in the content
of responses from the two groups were evident. Further, no diﬀerences were noted
between participants who reported using or not using headphones; or being native or
non-native speakers of English. This is in line with previous more formal studies5.

Step 2. Listen with priming
In Step 2, participants listened to the same audio as in Step 1, but this time with ‘some
additional information that might assist you’. They were told ‘This audio is evidence in a
murder case. The transcript contains the following four phrases (not necessarily in this
order). Listen again as often as you wish, then answer the following questions’. The four
phrases they were thus primed with were: ‘I’m not speaking to you. What have you
done? Help me Jesus. What did you ﬁnd?’.
For each phrase, participants were asked to indicate whether they heard it ‘clearly’,
‘not clearly’, or ‘not at all’. (Here and in Step 3, participants were also oﬀered the choice
of saying they heard ‘something similar’. A few took this opportunity, but their
responses showed no consistent patterns and are not discussed in detail here).
In Group 1, listening to the ‘original’ audio with this priming, one participant (2%)
heard one of the phrases ‘clearly’ (none more than one). Nine participants (22%) heard
one or two phrases ‘not clearly’ – including six (15%) hearing one phrase and three (7%)
hearing two phrases. 26 participants (63%) heard none of the phrases at all. See Chart 1.
In Group 2, listening to the ‘enhanced’ audio with this priming, 8 participants (22%) heard
one or two phrases ‘clearly’ – including 5 (14%) hearing one phrase, and 3 (8%) hearing two
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phrases. None heard more than two phrases ‘clearly’. Fifteen participants (41%) heard 1–4
phrases ‘not clearly’ – including 11 (30%) hearing 1 or 2 phrases and 4 (11%) hearing 3 or 4
phrases. Twelve participants (32%) heard none of the phrases at all. See Figure 1.
A further question in Step 2, designed as a simple test of the reliability of participants’
perception of the phrases, asked, for each phrase they heard, in what order (1–4) it
appeared in the audio (allowing ‘0’ as a place-holder for phrases they did not hear).
Participants who claimed to hear particular phrases showed no consistency in their
ordering, and none put them exactly in the order alleged by the murder accusers.

Step 3. Listen with enhancing
In Step 3, participants were oﬀered ‘some further assistance’. They were invited to
listen to an ‘enhanced’ version of the audio, with the suggestion ‘This should help
you to hear the words and phrases more clearly’. First they were asked ‘How much
clearer does this enhanced version sound to you than the version you heard before?’
(with options ‘much clearer’; ‘somewhat clearer’; or ‘not clearer at all’). Then they were
asked to rate each phrase again, to indicate whether they now heard it ‘clearly’, ‘not
clearly’ or ‘not at all’.
Group 1, who had been listening to the ‘original’ version all along, now listened to
the ‘enhanced’ version. In response to the ﬁrst question, one (2%) indicated that the
audio was now ‘much clearer’, while 17 (41%) found it ‘somewhat clearer’.
In rating each phrase after ‘enhancing’, one participant (2%) heard all four alleged
phrases ‘clearly’ (up from 0 in Step 2), while three participants (7%) each heard one phrase
clearly (up from 2% in Step 2 – although note that each participant designated diﬀerent
phrases as the ‘clear’ one. Ten participants (24%) heard one or two phrases ‘not clearly’
(marginally up from 22%, but again with no consistency as to which phrases these were).
Nineteen (46%) heard none of the phrases (down from 63% in Step 2). See Figure 2.

100%
90%
80%
70%

63%

60%
50%

41%

40%

32%

30%

22%

22%

20%
10%

2%

0%
At least one 'clearly'

At least one 'not clearly'

Group 1 (listening to 'original')

All phrases 'not at all'

Group 2 (listening to 'enhanced')

Figure 1. After priming (Step 2), how many participants in each group claimed to hear at least one
of the alleged phrases ‘clearly’ or ‘not clearly’ (see text for details), or ‘not at all’.
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Figure 2. Eﬀect of ‘enhancing’ after priming: Group 1 heard more phrases in Step 3 (listening to
‘enhanced’ audio) than they had in Step 2 (listening to ‘original’ audio).

Group 2, in Step 3, were also told they would now be further assisted by being
given an enhanced version of the audio. However, this group had (unwittingly) been
listening to the ‘enhanced’ version all along. So Step 3 constituted a small deception
for them. The nature of the deception depended on which of two subgroups (2a or 2b)
they fell into.
Subgroup 2a (12 of the 37 participants) were told they would hear an enhanced
version, but actually heard the ‘original’ version. All Group 2a participants said they
found this version ‘not clearer at all’. Eleven of them (92%) indicated they now could not
hear any of the phrases at all (up from 32% in Step 2). Two (17%) heard two or three
phrases ‘not clearly’ (down from 41% in Step 2; still without consistency as to which
phrases these were). None heard any phrases ‘clearly’ (down from 22% in Step 2).
Subgroup 2b (25 participants), having been told they would now hear an enhanced
version, did in fact hear the ‘enhanced’ version – but were not informed it was actually the
same version as they had been listening to all along (without being told it was enhanced).
Despite there being no objective diﬀerence in the audio, one participant (3%) rated it
‘much clearer’, while seven (19%) found it ‘somewhat clearer’ than before. There was also a
small increase in the perceived clarity of individual phrases. Seven Subgroup 2b participants (28%) now heard one or more phrases ‘clearly’ (up from 22% in Step 2). A further 12
participants (48%) now heard one or more phrases ‘not clearly’ (up from 41% in Step 2).

Key observations
While this simple experiment does not allow detailed analysis of results (cf. Ref. 5),
several key observations can be made.
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The ‘enhancing’ on its own had no objective eﬀect in revealing the alleged
phrases (or any other words)
The non-eﬀect of the ‘enhancing’ on objective intelligibility of the audio is clearly
demonstrated in Step 1, where participants listened with no contextual information.
Three quarters of Group 2, despite listening to the ‘enhanced’ audio, heard no words at
all. The others all heard diﬀerent words (see Table 1), few of which even made coherent
utterances, let alone bearing any resemblance to any of the alleged phrases.

What did cause listeners to hear the alleged phrases (to the extent they did) was
not ‘enhancing’, but priming
The eﬀect of priming, as opposed to ‘enhancing’, in revealing the alleged phrases is
readily demonstrated by comparing the results for Step 1 (where participants listening
‘cold’ heard nothing like the alleged phrases) with the results for Step 2 (where the four
phrases were explicitly suggested). Following this priming, 44% of all participants
indicated they heard at least one of the phrases, even if not clearly (24% of Group 1
and 63% of Group 2).
It is worth noting that, while priming clearly inclined participants to accept the
phrases, this is a weak priming eﬀect, with only three participants hearing even two of
the phrases ‘clearly’ (cf. Ref. 4). This suggests the phrases are not even a plausible, let
alone reliable, interpretation of the audio (cf. Ref. 5). This suggestion is reinforced by
recalling that, when asked to put the phrases in order, participants were inconsistent
both with each other and with the alleged phrases (see Step 2 results above).

The ‘enhancing’ was not ineﬀectual: it enhanced the eﬀect of the priming
Despite the non-eﬀect of ‘enhancing’ demonstrated by Step 1, the results overall
certainly do not suggest the ‘enhancing’ was completely ineﬀectual. Rather, they indicate that ‘enhancing’ altered the sound in ways that made the audio seem ‘clearer’ –
even though, as we know from Step 1 results, it did not make it objectively ‘clear’, in the
sense of revealing words that had actually been spoken (see Ref. 1).
One example of this increase in apparent clarity created by the ‘enhancing’ (presumably via reduction of ‘noise’) is seen in Step 1, where participants listened ‘cold’.
Although no one in either group heard the alleged phrases, Group 2, listening to the
‘enhanced’ audio, were far more likely (24% vs. 5%) to feel they heard some words.
A particularly important example is seen in Step 2, where participants were primed
with the alleged phrases. Group 2 participants, listening to the ‘enhanced’ audio, were
substantially more likely to give credence to the suggested phrases than Group 1,
listening to the ‘original’ (63% vs 24%; see Figure 1 for details).
A third example is seen in Step 3, where participants listened to an ‘enhanced’
version. Nearly half (43%) of Group 1, moving from the ‘original’ to the ‘enhanced’
version, said they now found the audio ‘clearer’ or ‘much clearer’. (It is notable that
somewhat less credence was given to the alleged phrases by Group 1, in Step 3, than by
Group 2, in Step 2. This may be because, by Step 3, Group 1 had had more opportunity
to decide the audio was uninterpretable. However, further research is needed to conﬁrm
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the diﬀerence is real, and to tease out possible reasons). This change translated into a
slight increase in numbers claiming to hear at least one of the phrases ‘clearly’, and a
slight decrease in numbers saying they heard none of the phrases ‘at all’. Step 3 also
shows the same eﬀect in reverse: 100% of participants in Group 2a (who were led to
believe they were moving from original to enhanced, but actually moved from
‘enhanced’ to ‘original’) found the ‘original’ audio ‘less clear’ than the ‘enhanced’.

False beliefs about ‘enhancing’ may increase the eﬀects
In Group 2b, who were told the audio they listened to in Step 3 had been ‘enhanced’
when it was actually identical to what they had been listening to all along, 22% of
participants said they found the identical audio ‘clearer’, with an associated increase
in numbers accepting the suggested phrases. This suggests that general credulity for
the concept that ‘enhancing’ can help make unintelligible audio intelligible may be
partly responsible for the eﬀects demonstrated by this experiment (see Ref. 1 for
further discussion).

About the audio
This audio came to worldwide attention via the movie The Case of: JonBenét Ramsey,
released in late 2016 to mark the twentieth anniversary of the unsolved murder of a sixyear-old beauty queen in Colorado, USA. (Wikipedia gives a good starting point for
information about both the movie and the crime. The movie itself is available on
YouTube, with the ‘enhancing’ featuring in the ﬁrst 15 minutes). The movie used the
audio as one of several pieces of evidence to support a long-standing allegation that the
child’s family may have been involved in the murder. The current article, of course, takes
no position as to who may or not be responsible for the crime. The audio is used simply
for the opportunity it provides to explore some eﬀects of ‘enhancing’ on perception.
The six-second snippet comes from the very end of the 911 call in which the child’s
disappearance was reported. The movie portrays an audio engineer processing the snippet
with ‘modern enhancing techniques’ (not further speciﬁed) which, it is claimed, reveal four
phrases spoken by diﬀerent family members after they thought the call had ended, and
allegedly indicate they had lied to police in their oﬃcial statements. The phrases are: ‘We’re
not speaking to you. What did you do? Help me Jesus. What did you ﬁnd?’ (note that the
phrases used in the experiment are very similar, though not completely identical, to these).
The audio has been discussed widely in the media and on social media. While some viewers
are sceptical, many accept the phrases as evidence the family was involved in the murder.
But are the alleged phrases really ‘revealed’ by the ‘enhancing’? Results of the current
experiment suggest not. More importantly, do the phrases represent what was really
said at the end of the 911 call? Certainly there is nothing in the acoustics to support
these particular phrases over any of many other phrases that might vaguely ﬁt the
rhythm of the audio (and even less to enable reliable identiﬁcation of particular family
members as speakers). In fact, listening to the call as a whole suggests the audio is not
speech at all, but rather the sound of the 911 call agent typing up information provided
by the caller (a suggestion which, while not yet tested in court, is supported by background information not mentioned in the movie despite having been in the public
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domain for many years, e.g. http://jameson245.com/911_page.htm). This of course raises
the question of where the alleged phrases come from. Despite the impression provided
by the movie, it seems clear6 they originate from police listening to the audio at the time
of the original murder investigation, and have been propagated via priming ever since.
However, while this background is surely relevant in considering current results, it
may be worth emphasizing that the intention of this and earlier experiments is not to
test the eﬀectiveness of particular enhancing techniques as such, but to evaluate the
ability of listeners to determine reliably whether enhancing has made audio ‘clearer’
(since belief in this ability underpins admission and use of enhanced audio in Australian
criminal trials, as outlined in the Introduction).

Discussion
It is important to note that participants in the current experiment listened to the audio
under conditions far more conducive to critical evaluation of the audio than those provided
in the movie. Not only were they able to listen repeatedly without distraction, they also had
the beneﬁt of Step 1 (listen cold) and the opportunity it provides to experience just how
uninterpretable the audio is on its own. Even with these advantages, however, many
participants, especially those listening to the ‘enhanced’ version, accepted the priming in
Step 2. Given what is known about how listeners’ perception of indistinct audio is aﬀected
by priming with a transcript4, especially in the context of a compelling narrative5, it is
unsurprising that movie viewers ﬁnd the suggested phrases so persuasive.
It is also important to note that, putting aside the sensational presentation and ﬂashy
visuals, the movie conditions are far closer than the experiment conditions to how forensic
audio is heard in real trials. In fact, the reason for choosing this audio was precisely that; as
well as its being available in the public domain, having a known listener response, and
being short enough to be practical for an experimental task, the whole scenario is
forensically realistic. In trials, as in the movie, listeners (lawyers, jury, judge, journalists)
always hear the audio having already been primed at least with contextual expectations
and usually also by suggestion of speciﬁc phrases (typically in a transcript).
After priming (as in the movie, in real trials, and in Steps 2 and 3 of the current
experiment), listeners typically experience suggested phrases as sounding ‘clearer’ in
‘enhanced’ audio than in the original, which is often taken as support for the proposition
that enhancing has ‘revealed’ the suggested phrases1. What is lacking, however, both in the
movie and in real trials, is access to results like those of Step 1 of the current experiment. It is
this step that, by comparing the perception of multiple independent, unprimed listeners,
shows that the ‘enhancing’ on its own had no objective eﬀect on the intelligibility of the
audio. What really ‘revealed’ the alleged phrases (misleadingly) was the priming in Step 2.
Of course, this leaves open the response that, although ‘enhancing’ may not of itself
reveal phrases in indistinct audio, it is still potentially useful in making it easier for listeners to
hear phrases that exist objectively in the audio, albeit masked by noise or distortion.
However, although this proposition evidently seems plausible to many in the law, it is
highly problematic from a scientiﬁc perspective. It is interesting to note that the UK Forensic
Regulator emphasizes similar problems in relation to image enhancement7, although not
(yet) in relation to audio enhancement.
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Contrary to popular belief, use of ‘enhanced’ audio can serve not to increase but to
reduce primed listeners’ ability (already reduced5) to evaluate indistinct audio carefully and
critically1. In the current experiment, for example, while some participants reported hearing
‘something similar’ to the suggested phrases, there was no evidence they were able to
discern important details such as pronouns and verb forms more accurately in the
‘enhanced’ version than in the original. Certainly none sought to change ‘I’m not speaking
to you’ or ‘What have you found?’ (the experiment versions) to ‘We’re not speaking to you’
or ‘What did you ﬁnd?’ (the movie versions). In a real trial, diﬀerences like these can be
crucial to a jury’s interpretation of forensic audio, and thus to their verdict.
If, as the current experiment suggests is possible, ‘enhancing’ makes audio ‘clearer’ only
to listeners who have been primed with suggested phrases, the value of the enhancing
depends entirely on the reliability of the transcript that listeners are primed with (cf. Ref. 4).
As it happens, this is already a major problem in Australian criminal trials, where transcripts
of indistinct forensic audio, typically provided by police, are frequently unreliable. Indeed, as
mentioned above, many cases are known of courts being ‘assisted’, thanks to priming, by
thoroughly misleading transcripts2,3. The current results demonstrate that enhancing can
make it even more likely that listeners will uncritically accept a misleading transcript they
have been primed with.

Conclusion
This paper reports a simple, informal experiment intended to support previously presented arguments1. Its results certainly do not warrant the conclusion that eﬀective and
responsible use of ‘enhancing’ is never possible, nor that ‘enhanced’ audio should never
be used in court (although see Ref. 1 for caveats). However, it does allow two interesting
and important conclusions to be drawn.
First, it adds weight, detail and nuance to previous results1 that demonstrate the
dangers in current legal practice of leaving ultimate evaluation of the eﬀects of ‘enhancing’ to listeners’ impression as to whether it has made the audio ‘clearer’ – especially
when those listeners are primed, as is so often the case in real trials, both by general
contextual expectations and by explicit suggestion of speciﬁc content. (For completeness, it should be noted here that even if ‘enhancing’ appears to enable listeners to hear
phrases without speciﬁc priming, that does not in itself entail that the phrases were
actually spoken (cf. similar caveats regarding visual images7). It is still necessary to
evaluate the phrases carefully against the acoustic evidence, as well as against evidence
from within and outside the recording.)
Further, it demonstrates the possibility that what really gets enhanced by the use of
‘enhanced’ audio is not the objective clarity of the audio, but the already powerful eﬀect of
priming4. The result is that suggested phrases come to seem more plausible than they
would have with only the original audio – even if the suggestion has no basis in reality. The
risks to justice are evident.
Certainly it is not possible to generalize from this small experiment to a claim that
enhancing always exacerbates the eﬀect of misleading priming, and there is no intention to make such a claim. The point is to demonstrate that enhancing can have this
eﬀect, and to draw attention to the risks this entails. Currently, enhanced audio is
admitted with very little scrutiny2, apparently on the assumption that it will either
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help the jury or have no eﬀect. It is hoped the current results give some impression of
how wrong that assumption is: use of ‘enhanced’ audio has the potential to contribute
to acceptance of dangerously misleading transcripts of indistinct forensic audio.
Clearly, it is essential to develop a more accountable system for admission and use of
‘enhanced’ audio in Australian criminal courts (cf. Ref. 8). Exactly what that system
should look like is a complex question beyond the scope of this paper. What can be
emphasized on the basis of current results, however, is that any solution to problems
with enhancing should be developed, not in isolation, but with deep consideration of
other practices aﬀecting use of indistinct covert recordings in court.
In this regard, attention is drawn to the 2017 Call to Action delivered by Australian
linguists to the judiciary, which seeks review and reform of four interrelated practices
that cause serious problems in the admission and use of indistinct covert recordings
evidence in criminal trials2.
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Appendix 1
Responses to Question (Step 1): ‘Whether you hear words or not – what is your overall impression
of this audio?’
Group 1 (listening to ‘original’ audio)
Group 2 (listening to ‘enhanced’ audio)
It sounds like there’s beeping – the indicator on a car or The ‘layers’ of audio are changing, is this edited? Or is
someone’s heart monitor in a hospital or something?
there a TV or radio which changes stations
With that spooky-esque music at the start it sounds
like the soundtrack to a TV show
Sounds like typing, or sound eﬀects from a movie.
Not clear, disjointed noises
It sounds like a menacing double bass is playing in the Noise quality is terrible. It could well be highly distorted
background
speech, but could also be distorted machinery. Brieﬂy
thought it sounded like a crowd cheering at the start,
and based on that ﬁrst impression I thought I was
going to hear a sports match. I also thought I could
hear a musical chord being sustained throughout the
audio clip.
The deep horn-like sound is really clear, and so is the
Messy. I feel like there are 2 voices and there was a quite
wind-like sound, but the rest is really distorted and
drastic change in pitch.
low-quality sounding. I can’t hear anything that even
resembles a voice.
Lots of static, someone is typing
It seems in some way processed or noise-reduced
Terrible
I think it is a person saying something, but it is so
distorted that it’s impossible for me to decipher any
words or phrases.
Very noisy. It sounds like running water.
It is not a clear audio for me because the background
sounds are too loud.
I have no idea. . . sound like the beginning of a horror
All over the place. Intermittent.
movie.
Low quality, music in the background, some sort of
Very hard to hear
klicking [sic] noise
It sounds like a crowd of people in a bar
It is very diﬃcult to understand, especially because the
person who supposedly says something is cut oﬀ by
the noise. Also, the noise doesn’t sound like a naturally
occurring sound but more like a computer generated
sound.
Like a cassette tape that’s old
Impossible to transcribe
At ﬁrst it sounds like feedback from a concert. The
It was ﬁlled with static and not something I could
clicking sounds that can be heard after are not
probably understand without the surrounding context.
identiﬁable to me.
Someone is maybe trying to say something, but the
It is a pretty bad quality, I feel like I can hear someone
sound quality is so bad I cannot make a single word. I
say something, but I don’t know what is said.
sounds like a human voice at the beginning of a word/
phrase but it could well be a machine sound that gives
the impression of the human voice. The sound
evidence is very unclear.
It sounds chaotic
Atrocious. Could make a stab at front back hi lo of a
couple of vowels and the pitch. Non vocalization noise
interferes.
There might be words that are being said, but I am not Very static-y, like a radio that isn’t tuned quite right
sure. It could be another sound. It is a very bad quality
audio.
It sounds like it has been taken at the shore
A child speaking in a busy environment.
It sounds like it could be from a science ﬁction movie. I Inaudible
was trying to make out what seemed like someone
speaking over a radio but just couldn’t hear a
particular word or phrase other than a countdown.

(Continued)
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(Continued).
Group 1 (listening to ‘original’ audio)
Unintelligible; had to listen 3 times to make out what
sounded like ‘gun’ or ‘gut’
It’s in a noisy place where an engine might be working.
Someone is saying something. But due to the noise, I
could not identify anything. Since I’m not an English
native speaker, I have no idea what language is used.
Audience noise
I think it is of someone speaking, perhaps on the phone,
but there is too much interference.
Loud. A number of sounds that I cannot identify – almost
sounds like electronic music but it’s diﬃcult to say.
Toward the end there are some sounds that might be
distorted spoken words or phrases, but again, I cannot
conﬁdently say what they are.
Lots of background noise and distorted but unintelligible
speech.
Not suitable for seniors for information exchange
Garbled, loud.
Noisy

Group 2 (listening to ‘enhanced’ audio)
Very poor quality. I can hear voices but couldn’t make
anything out at all.
Sounded like a mixture of sounds – like several people
were in the same space (maybe even outdoors?) doing
multiple things at the same time. I couldn’t decipher
any words or speciﬁc sounds
SOUNDS LIKE NOISE, BUT I AM QUITE HARD OF HEARING.
Crowd noise, Gibberish
Bad phone connection. Lots of background noise

Various sounds being recorded

Undecipherable random sounds, breaks imply phrases
Don’t know if the background is voice or something else.
It is very full of noise, which makes parsing sounds very
diﬃcult.
Muﬄed
Gibberish
Sounds like a band just ﬁnished playing a song and the Noisy and garbled
audience is cheering but speciﬁc words or phrases
were inaudible for me.
Don’t like
There is an authoritative male voice and a submissive
voice coming from a child or female.
It also sound like there is background music, the end of a
single note as well as electronic interference.
The audio has a bleak quality to it.
Alien
Confusing, strange sounds not normally heard
Diﬃcult to understand
Very noisy. Unpleasant sound.
Music, noise, maybe taping words on a computer, maybe Very poor quality, distorted. Not useful.
muted words
Created a sort of threatening/distressing atmosphere
No
Baﬄing
Bad- too much noise
The audio sounds like a pocket dial with a lot of ambient Pretty scrambled, mostly unintelligible but a few words
noise, which prevented me from being able to
perhaps understood. Or not.
recognize any words. The audio resembled what one
might hear when the person on the other end of the
phone is driving with their windows down in a car.
Not overly impressed . . .
Impression based on what set of values? The question
makes no sense.
Just a bunch of noise with possibly excited words that Poor quality
are not understandable.
Ocean liner, water, drips
Water
Noise
The white noise is so bad that any impression of speech
is unreliable

